The Phycomyces lens: measurement of the sporangiophore intensity profile using a fiber optic microprobe.
A fiber optic microprobe, 5.5 μm in diameter, was used as a detector to measure the light intensity profile at the distal cell surface of Phycomyces blakesleeanus (Burgeff) sporangiophores that were irradiated unilaterally by a collimated xenon source. The light intensity at a fixed location of the cell surface showed large random variations over time which were probably the result of optical effects of particles being carried past the probe by cytoplasmic streaming. The intensity profile, formed around the distal periphery of the cell by the lens action of the sporangiophore, was determined from intensity measurements made while the probe was held fixed and the incident beam direction was varied in angle of azimuth. The resulting profile consisted of two steeply rising sides enclosing a central plateau or shallow well which ranged in fluence rate from 1.6 to 2.2 times that of the incident beam. These experimental findings differ from theoretical modeling where much greater contrast between the sides and central portion of the lens profile was predicted. These results also indicate that the mechanism of phototropic sensory perception in Phycomyces may filter out cytoplasmic light flicker and may not require strong contrasting regions within the lens profile to detect light direction.